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The practice of a trial in criminal procedure at today’s china has  the judges’ 
prior review on “cases”(some scholars call it "record center ")for the premise. 
Witnesses① involved in a case appear not only in a trial, but also the investigate phase 
in which the "seemingly powerful"② investigation body found evidence and recorded. 
If the investigation body didn’t find evidence know by witnesses and take a record, 
there has few possibility that more new evidence and new witnesses be found in a trial 
when the prosecution and the defense is on cross-examine. Therefore, if a witness 
doesn’t finish his obligation to testify, his testify in a trial is meaningless. The present 
situation of witnesses’ idle at exercise to testify in investigation phase  cause the 
record on witnesses, material evidence and documentary evidence found by the 
investigation body can not be took down, in which witness and evidence can't  be 
fully involved, which may restrains the justice value of judicial.  
Current research situation of the criminal procedure law is,  more research on 
the witnesses to appear in court and testify and its right to security, few on the 
witnesses’ obligation in investigation and prosecution stage; more on investigation 
power control and human rights protection, few on the realization of the right to 
obtain evidence in investigation phase; More on evidence collection rules and 
exclusive rules, and few on evidence submit rules ③  which may cause the 
investigation right expanded  without restrict or come to nothing because of lacking 
of legal basis. Based on the above reason and the encouragement of "academic is 
highly individualistic practice, and practice to the true knowledge", the author tried to 
put forward the following discussion.④ 
This paper looks the civil obligations to testify as the breakthrough point, and 
move forward the obligation to testify from "testifies" to the stage of investigation and 
review and prosecution. It tries to analyze the legality, legitimacy, realization and the 
system construction on civil obligations to testify, right of resist testimony, and 
compulsory testify. This article discusses the legitimacy of the compulsory duty on the 
evidence holder to testify and the join on rules of evidence and perfect, so as to 
promote the realization of the right of evidence. 
Key words： Witness; The Obligations of Witness; Compulsory testify; Evidence 
submit rules 
                                                        
① If in special, all” witnesses” in this paper means criminal witnesses 
② Because of lacking of express term by law on the responsibility on not exercising the obligation to testify, the 
seemingly powerful body which stands for the country power is hard to get any evidence when they try to beg 
for the help of the witnesses. 
③ At today’s china, general people lack of rules ‘consciousness, the discussion on summit rules is necessary as a 
connecting system. 
④ Whether the public security organs belongs to the judicial system is still has dispute. The so call judicial 
practice usually means the procuratorate and the court. for the different optic angle, the judicial practice can’t 
tell the hard of doing criminal execution. there is hardly no paper can be reasoning thinking on the witnesses 
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